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the former of these quantities larger and in what smaller than
the latter ?
§ 8. I postulate that productive technique, tastes and so
on are the same both at home and abroad after the reparation
arrangement has been entered into as they were before.
Further, abstraction is made of differences in taste and situa-
tion among individual Americans — for simplicity of language
I use America and Germany throughout to signify the rest
of the world and the reparations-paying country respectively
— and among individual Germans, so that each of the two
countries is depicted as consisting exclusively of representative
citizens, all of them exactly alike and behaving in the same
way. Finally, I assume that for each representative American
the utility that he derives from a given quantity of American
goods is independent of the quantity of German goods that
he has, and vice versa ; and similarly for each representative
German. These highly abstract assumptions, together with
the assumption of constant returns and the cloth-linen simpli-
fication already referred to, obviate many complications.
They do not, however, prevent the analysis that follows
from being broadly applicable to real conditions, provided
we suppose the reparation tribute to have been established long
enough to allow the industrial structures of the reparations-
paying and the reparations-receiving countries to have become
adjusted to it.
§ 9. If there were the same number of Americans as of
Germans, a representative American would deal in the same
fraction of his country's imports and exports as a representative
German would do. But, since the numbers are not the same,
this is not so. If x measures total American exports and y
total German exports, we must write for the representative
American's exports and imports nx and ny, and for the repre-
sentative German's mx and my.
Write then in respect of the pre-reparation period —
for the marginal utility to the representative American
of (riY) German goods (linen) ;
f(nX.) for the marginal disutility to him of surrendering
(nX.) American goods (cloth) ;
F(mX) for the marginal utility to the representative German
of (mX) American goods (cloth) ;

